The new approach to classification of focal epilepsies: Epileptic discharge and disconnectivity in relation to cognition.
The new classification of epilepsy stratifies the disease into an acute level, based on seizures, and an overarching chronic level of epileptic syndromes (Berg et al., 2010). In this new approach, seizures are considered either to originate and evolve in unilateral networks or to rapidly encompass both hemispheres. This concept extends the former vision of focal and generalized epilepsies to a genuine pathology of underlying networks. These key aspects of the new classification can be linked to the concept of cognitive curtailing in focal epilepsy. The present review will discuss the conceptual implications for acute and chronic cognitive deficits with special emphasis on transient and structural disconnectivity. Acute transient disruption of brain function is the hallmark of focal seizures. Beyond seizures, however, interictal epileptic discharges (IEDs) are increasingly recognized to interfere with physiological brain circuitry. Both concomitant EEG and high-precision neuropsychological testing are necessary to detect these subtle effects, which may concern task-specific or default-mode networks. More recent data suggest that longstanding IEDs may affect brain maturation and eventually be considered as a biomarker of pathological wiring. This brings us to the overarching level of chronic cognitive and behavioral comorbidity. We will discuss alterations in structural connectivity measured with diffusion-weighted imaging and tractography. Among focal epilepsies, much of our current insights are derived from temporal lobe epilepsy and its impact on neuropsychological and psychiatric functioning. Structural disconnectivity is maximal in the temporal lobe but also concerns widespread language circuitry. Eventually, pathological wiring may contribute to the clinical picture of cognitive dysfunction. We conclude with the extrapolation of these concepts to current research topics and to the necessity of establishing individual patient profiles of network pathology with EEG, high-precision neuropsychological testing, and state-of-the-art neuroimaging. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled "The new approach to classification: Rethinking cognition and behavior in epilepsy".